CMiC COLLABORATE
PROJECT GATEWAY

The first true Cloud platform that enables seamless sharing of project documents, communications and cost information between general contractors, their partners and their network of subcontractors in four steps:

01 Upload & Invite
02 Sign Up & Login
03 Project Gateway
04 Live Project Data

Simply upload project data into the Collaboration Portal and invite your project partners to collaborate with you in the Project Gateway. Invitations are sent via a secure link and verification process, making access to live project documents, costs and communication available in one-click. Now construction firms, their partners and their sub-contractors can share and synchronize project documents and cost information at any place, in real time.

WHAT IS CMiC COLLABORATE?

The construction industry has been clamoring for an efficient collaboration platform that connects firms to their project partners. CMiC Collaborate is a breakthrough service that changes how industry players work together to deliver projects that involve various partnering firms.

WHAT IS PROJECT GATEWAY?

As part of CMiC Collaborate, Project Gateway aggregates projects led by general contractors and makes them accessible to all stakeholders. Through the Project Gateway portal, collaborators may view all active projects on a dashboard with a single point of access—effectively eliminating the need for multiple re-authentications between project navigations. Unlike the traditional username and password model, Collaborate’s email driven authentication alleviates the burden on project owners to manage each individual collaborator.

For more information visit cmicglobal.com
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HOW DOES PROJECT GATEWAY DELIVER VALUE?

Using live data sets, Project Gateway improves the efficiency—and enhances the quality—of your project delivery. Project Gateway streamlines project access—simply login through your phone or web browser to view all mission critical assets for every active project.

From Our Experts

CMiC Project Gateway is the only place you need to go for all of your project information. Driven by a single login, we simplified the sheer volume of data being exchanged so everyone is collaborating on the same, single live data set, accelerating communications to make decisions more efficient, relevant and timely. Project collaborators only have to remember one thing—CMiC Project Gateway—the access point to all the project data you need.

—Gord Rawlins, President and CEO, CMiC

THE COLLABORATE ADVANTAGE

Intuitive Dashboard
The Project Gateway dashboard organizes all active projects on a clean, long scroll display. To access a project, simply click on the project icon to navigate to the owner’s live project portal—no reauthentication necessary.

One Login for All Projects
The Project Gateway is a single project hub that brings all key stakeholders and managers into the same system. General contractors who utilize Project Gateway can grant their “collaborators” permissions to access a project on the Gateway via an email invitation.

Secure, Real-Time Data Sets
Regardless of project scale, all collaborators have access to live data sets. Because the Project Gateway is built on a true Cloud infrastructure and not VM in a data center, you can scale it to suit the needs of your Enterprise, while maintaining control over individual permissions to data, documents and information.

Deliver On-Time and On-Budget
Bridge the communication gap between owners, contractors and specialty subs by keeping everyone aligned around execution. With ERP driven data accessible at everyone’s fingertips, eliminate the disruptions caused by the manual exchange of paper documents or PDFs.